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Exercise 4: Styling with CSS
description

This exercise is meant to reinforce your ability to:
•

Link a CSS style to an HTML document

•

Understand the relationship between CSS rules and HTML elements

•

Understand CSS classes

•

Be able to change CSS properties

process

Make a copy of your “ex2” folder, which contains your HTML recipe and image. Rename it “ex4”.
Create a new folder inside “ex4” called “css”. This is where you will put your external CSS file.
Create an external CSS file, link it to the HTML file, and use it to style your page. It must meet the requirements
below at minimum, though additional exploration is encouraged.
All style must be done in CSS and NOT in the HTML — this includes colors, backgrounds,
alignment, and centering.

requirements

1.

Restyle all text on the page in some fashion. You should aim for coherence in your font and color selection.
Be sure to use only the suggested web fonts (Arial, Verdana, Georgia, etc.).

2.

Restyle the nutrition facts table by adding background colors and other properties as seen on pages Ducket
337-340.

3.

Restyle the lists using properties seen on pages 333-336.

4.

Find a background image from subtlepatterns.com and use it on the whole page.

5.

Restyle all four states of the link to the original recipe on food.com (link, visited, hover, and active).

6.

Add a border to the image.

7.

You must use at least one class and one ID, though you will likely need more.

submission

Put your html and image files into a folder called “ex4”.
Upload it to your space on gff.mx/gdes220.
Post a working link (www.gff.mx/gdes220/students/username/ex4/ )
to our Slack ‘Submissions’ channel before next class.

